In today’s fast-evolving digital landscape, businesses demand adaptable IT solutions that drive sustainability while maximizing efficiency and security. As enterprises undergo digital transformation, they are upgrading their IT infrastructure to enhance performance, agility, availability, and cost-efficiency. For many, this means transitioning to hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI).

Software-defined infrastructures, like HCI, are widely used for infrastructure modernization. HCI virtualizes computing, storage, and networking resources, with simple scalability through cluster node additions. In view of these advantages, it is no surprise that organizations are drawn to HCI.

In the journey of digital transformation, enterprises usually focus less on architectural concerns and more on addressing essential business requirements for sustained, profitable growth. Fujitsu is here to support you, whether you’re looking to expand your data center’s virtualized capacity with another HCI or transitioning to virtual machines for the first time.

Fujitsu uSCALE for Virtualization with Nutanix

At Fujitsu, we specialize in crafting next-generation data centers that are agile, cost-effective, and resilient, simplifying your path to hybrid cloud adoption. With our broad partner ecosystem, we offer a wide range of pre-certified, pre-integrated and pre-tested solutions on which to build your hybrid cloud environment to reduce complexity, cost and risk.
Grow as you go with Fujitsu and Nutanix

For businesses looking to roll-out services with the operational efficiency and speed of public cloud, Fujitsu Integrated System PRIMEFLEX for Nutanix Enterprise Cloud offers a pre-integrated, pre-tested solution that includes all IT infrastructure components and software to simplify deployment across edge-core-cloud.

PRIMEFLEX for Nutanix Enterprise Cloud

Our multi-cloud, multi-hypervisor platform simplifies procurement and deployment by using hyper-converged building blocks. It combines x86-based PRIMERGY servers with intelligent software to eliminate the pain points with legacy infrastructure.

Embrace flexibility with uSCALE

Fujitsu uSCALE offers cloud-like agility in on-premises data centers at a lower total cost, blending pay-per-use benefits with private cloud governance and control.

Benefits

- **Cost-efficiency** – no upfront investment or overprovisioning
- **Increased agility & flexibility** – get the resources you need, right when you need them
- **Scalability** – respond flexibly to demand with uSCALE’s built-in buffer capacity
- **Transparency** – get clear monthly billing based on your consumption
- **24/7 multilingual support** – from the uSCALE Customer Success Center and your dedicated uSCALE Customer Success Manager

“85% of organizations already operate in hybrid cloud environments with on-premises being a dominant location for data.”

IDC: Boosting Data Resilience and Compliance in Hybrid Cloud, 2021

→ Discover how Fujitsu uSCALE can help you modernize your infrastructure.

So how much is it?

Estimate monthly cost fast and easily with the Fujitsu uSCALE Price Estimator:

→ Fujitsu uSCALE Price Estimator
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